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The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2009 was awarded jointly to Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Thomas A. Steitz 

and Ada E. Yonath "for studies of the structure and function of the ribosome". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2008 was awarded jointly to Osamu Shimomura, Martin Chalfie and Roger Y. 

Tsien "for the discovery and development of the green fluorescent protein, GFP". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2007 was awarded to Gerhard Ertl "for his studies of chemical processes 

on solid surfaces". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2006 was awarded to Roger D. Kornberg "for his studies of the molecular 

basis of eukaryotic transcription". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2005 was awarded jointly to Yves Chauvin, Robert H. Grubbs and Richard R. 

Schrock "for the development of the metathesis method in organic synthesis". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2004 was awarded jointly to Aaron Ciechanover, Avram Hershko and Irwin 

Rose "for the discovery of ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2003 was awarded "for discoveries concerning channels in cell 

membranes" jointly with one half to Peter Agre "for the discovery of water channels" and with one half 

to Roderick MacKinnon "for structural and mechanistic studies of ion channels". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2002 was awarded "for the development of methods for identification and 

structure analyses of biological macromolecules" with one half jointly to John B. Fenn and Koichi 

Tanaka "for their development of soft desorption ionisation methods for mass spectrometric analyses 

of biological macromolecules" and the other half to Kurt Wüthrich "for his development of nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy for determining the three-dimensional structure of biological 

macromolecules in solution". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2001 was divided, one half jointly to William S. Knowles and Ryoji 

Noyori "for their work on chirally catalysed hydrogenation reactions" and the other half to K. Barry 

Sharpless "for his work on chirally catalysed oxidation reactions". 

 

AOpen
Highlight



The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2000 was awarded jointly to Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki 

Shirakawa "for the discovery and development of conductive polymers". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1999 was awarded to Ahmed Zewail "for his studies of the transition 

states of chemical reactions using femtosecond spectroscopy". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1998 was divided equally between Walter Kohn "for his development of the 

density-functional theory" and John A. Pople "for his development of computational methods in 

quantum chemistry". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1997 was divided, one half jointly to Paul D. Boyer and John E. Walker "for 

their elucidation of the enzymatic mechanism underlying the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP)" and the other half to Jens C. Skou "for the first discovery of an ion-transporting enzyme, Na+, K+ 

-ATPase". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1993 was awarded "for contributions to the developments of methods 

within DNA-based chemistry" jointly with one half to Kary B. Mullis "for his invention of the polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) method"and with one half to Michael Smith "for his fundamental contributions to 

the establishment of oligonucleotide-based, site-directed mutagenesis and its development for 

protein studies". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1991 was awarded to Richard R. Ernst "for his contributions to the 

development of the methodology of high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy". 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1989 was awarded jointly to Sidney Altman and Thomas R. Cech "for their 

discovery of catalytic properties of RNA" 

 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1988 was awarded jointly to Johann Deisenhofer, Robert Huber and 

Hartmut Michel "for the determination of the three-dimensional structure of a photosynthetic 

reaction centre". 













 











 









 



 

 

 



 













 











 











 









 











 







 

  



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 







 









 



 

 







 

 



 



 

 

 



The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2008 
jointly to Martin Chalfie, Osamu Shimomura and Roger Y. Tsien, "for the discovery and development 
of the green fluorescent protein, gfp". 
 

Lessons from the jellyfish's green light 
Off the west coast of North America, floats the jellyfish Aequorea victoria. In its light-emitting organs 
resides the green fluorescent protein, GFP, which glows intensely under ultraviolet light. GFP now 
revolutionizes the life sciences, and the scientists responsible for its development have been 
awarded this year's Nobel Prize in Chemistry. The green light enables scientists to track, amongst 
other things, how cancer tumours form new blood vessels, how Alzheimer's disease kills brain 
neurons and how HIV infected cells produce new viruses. 
 
An unexpected catch for Shimomura 
 

Throughout the summers of the 1960s, Osamu Shimomura (rearmost in the picture above), his family 
and various assistants, caught tens of thousands of jellyfish 
in the Pacific Ocean. From the edge, which emit green light 
when the jellyfish is agitated, Shimomura isolated a protein. 
Surprisingly, that protein did not shine in green. It was blue. 
Shimomura assumed that additional proteins were involved, 
and indeed found one more. It was not luminescent, but did 
glow bright green under the light of an ultraviolet lamp. 
 
  



A green guiding star for biosciences 
Today, scientists use GFP to understand the function of cells and proteins in living creatures. Proteins 
are the chemical tools of life – they control most of what happens within a living cell. Every human 
being functions thanks to the well-oiled machinery of thousands of proteins, like haemoglobin, 
antibodies and insulin. If something malfunctions, illness and disease often follows. Therefore it is 
fundamental for the biosciences to map out the role of various proteins. Using DNA-technology, 
scientists connect GFP to interesting, but otherwise invisible, proteins. GFP functions like a little 
lantern, which is activated by ultraviolet light. The green glow helps scientists  track these proteins in 
the body. 
 

From Gene to Protein: 
 
Tsien creates a palette with all the colours of the rainbow 
During the 1990s Roger Tsien explored and changed GFP. His 
playful research resulted in proteins that glowed cyan, blue and 
yellow. However, he did not manage to produce any red 
colours. Red light penetrates skin and other biological tissue 
more easily, and so is 
especially useful for 
research. 

In 1999, Russian scientists isolated a red fluorescent protein, DsRED, from a coral. This protein was 
larger and more cumbersome than GFP. Tsien, however, managed to decrease the size of DsRED. 
From DsRED, Tsien also developed proteins with mouth-watering names like mPlum, mCherry, 
mStrawberry, mOrange and mCitrine. 
 
A brilliant experiment by Chalfie 

 
When Martin Chalfie first heard about GFP in 
1988, he was delighted. He realised that GFP 
could possibly be used to colour cells and 
proteins. If that was the case, it would 
revolutionize the biosciences. The picture 
above shows Chalfie's successful experiment. 
The touch receptor neurons of the millimetre-
sized roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans 
fluoresces green. We can see the round bodies 
and the long slender projection of the nerve 
cells. 

  



How cells become green 
Chalfie positioned the GFP-gene behind a promoter (a gene switch), which is active in 
the touch receptor neurons of the round worm. He injected the gene construct into 
the gonads of a mature worm. The worm is a hermaphrodite and fertilizes itself. The 
GFP gene is passed onto the eggs that the worm lays. The eggs divide, forming new 
individuals. The GFP-gene is then present in all cells of the new generation of 
roundworms, but only the touch receptor neurons will produce GFP. When they fill 
up with GFP, they start to glow green under ultraviolet light. 

  

  

The brainbow 
Scientists have used three fluorescent 
proteins in cyan, yellow and red – 
colours similar to those used by a 
computer printer – to colour the brain of 
a mouse. Different neurons randomly 
produce different amounts of the 
proteins. We can distinguish single 
neurons interlaced within the dense 
network. 

Tumour surrounded by nourishing blood 
vessels 
Scientists have coloured a breast cancer 
tumour with DsRED and the surrounding 
blood vessels with GFP. In this experiment, 
scientists discovered two proteins which 
help breast cancer cells spread. If scientists 
can neutralize these proteins, they might 
also be able to stop the cells from breaking 
away from the tumour area. 
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Further reading 
More information about the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2008 can be found 
on:www.kva.se, http://nobelprize.org, www.nobelmuseet.se 
Pieribone, V. and Gruber, D.F. (2005) Aglow in the Dark, The Belknap Press, Harvard University Press, 
2005 
Zimmer, M. (2005) Glowing Genes, Prometheus Books 
Shimomura, O. (2005) The discovery of aequorin and green fluorescent protein, Journal of 
Microscopy, 217 3-15 
Shaner, N.C. et al (2008) Improving the photostability of bright monomeric orange and red 
fluorescent proteins, Nature Methods, 5 545-551 
Movie showing a cell producing GFP-tagged HIV 
particles:www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7201/suppinfo/nature06998.html 
Website describing the GFP-revolution: http://www.conncoll.edu/ccacad/zimmer/GFP-ww/GFP-
1.htm 
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The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2009 

jointly to Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Thomas A. Steitz and Ada E. Yonath, "for studies of the 

structure and function of the ribosome". 

 

How the DNA code becomes life 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the chemical foundations of life were mysterious. Today we 

know how many of the most important processes function, all the way down to the atomic level. The 2009 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry is awarded for the detailed mapping of the ribosome – the cell's own protein 

factory. Proteins build and control life at the chemical level. As ribosomes are crucial for life, they are also 

a major target for new antibiotics. 

 
Tough organisms from extreme environments 

The story of the 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry begins in hot springs and in the Dead Sea. Ada Yonath used 

micro-organisms from these extreme environments to isolate robust ribosomes. Her goal was to make the 

ribosomes crystallize, like salt in a solution crystallizes when the water evaporates. After many years of 

trial and error, Ada Yonath managed to generate well organized crystals with millions of ribosomes 

assembled into regular patterns. 

The crystal reveals the secrets of the 

ribosome 

Ada Yonath sent X-rays through 

ribosome crystals. When the rays hit 

the crystal's atoms they are scattered, 

making millions of dots on a CCD 

detector. This method is called X-ray 

crystallography. By analysing the pattern of the dots, researchers can determine the positions of the 

hundreds of thousands of atoms in the ribosome. However, scientists also needed to know the "phase 

angle" for each and every dot. This mathematical information is related to the location of the atoms in the 

crystal. In 1998, Thomas Steitz managed to solve the phase problem and the first crystal structure of the 

ribosome's large subunit was published. 

 

The blurred picture gets sharper 

The first structure of the large subunit was like a dim photograph. 

Researchers quickly improved the sharpness of the image, and during 

August and September 2000, each one of the Nobel Laureates published 

a crystal structure with a resolution that allowed the positions of single 

atoms to be determined. 

 
The Ribosome – a complex structure 

The human body is built from approximately one hundred thousand 

billion cells. Each cell contains thousands of ribosomes, which are composed of a small and a large subunit. 

The subunits are built from rRNA-molecules, constructed from nucleotides, and proteins, made from 

amino acids. Nucleotides and amino acids, in turn, are built from atoms. In all, a ribosome is built from 

hundreds of thousands of atoms. 

 



The ribosome connects about ten amino acids per second 

Thomas Steitz has taken snapshots of different steps in the chemical reaction where amino acids are 

connected. The reaction is catalysed by the large subunit. Thanks to work of Thomas Steitz, scientists now 

know which atoms in the ribosome are involved in the various reaction steps. 

 

Proteins control life 

In the human body there are tens of thousands of proteins that build and control life at the chemical level. 

Examples of proteins are oxygen-transporting haemoglobin, hormones such as insulin and the antibodies 

of the immune system. Proteins are built from 20 different kinds of amino acids which are linked together 

in long chains. A protein chain can consist of anything from ten to tens of thousands of amino acids. 

 

 Ribosome structures will save lives 

All three Nobel Laureates have generated structures showing 

exactly where different antibiotics attack bacterial ribosomes. 

Some antibiotics inhibit the monitoring mechanism of the 

molecular ruler (see illustration above), others hinder the 

formation of the connection between amino acids or block the 

tunnel through which the emerging protein chain leaves the 

ribosome. The exact knowledge of where antibiotics bind to the 

ribosome helps scientists develop new and more efficient 

drugs. This is expected to save many human lives in the future. 
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